1 in tristia 1.7 ovid claims that his exile prevented him from giving the work its final polish (28 summam . . . manum, 30 ultima lima) and that he wished to destroy the poem in the fire (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) , therefore announcing quicquid in his igitur uitii rude carmen habebit, / emendaturus, si licuisset, eram (39-40) . This assertion could, however, be an attempt to align the fate of the metamorphoses with the august tradition of Virgil and his aeneis.
2 Cf. the comment of Julius hyginus on Virgil's supposedly intended but unimplemented corrections (apud Gell. 10.16.11) correcturum fuisse Vergilium putat, nisi mors occupasset. survival of our earliest manuscripts (of the ninth century),3 nevertheless stems from a once-complete work: any evidence apparently opposing that conclusion is the result of either chance misfortune in scribal transcription or the purposeful intervention of later readers.4 The case for the latter of these factors -active interpolation in lucretius' poem -will be the central subject of this survey: do such fake or forged verses lurk amidst the true?
The notion of spurious verses in lucretius' great epicurean poem has been known to its critics since the renaissance5 but did not merit anything approaching a systematic theory until the turn of the nineteenth century, when heinrich eichstädt suggested that the whole of lucretius' work had been improved and polished by a later author.6 albert forbiger subsequently took up this theory, although he claimed instead that this 4 The case that the work was complete was made most forcefully by J. van der Valk in his 1902 Kampen thesis De Lucretiano carmine a poeta perfecto atque absoluto, which maintained that nearly all apparent signs of imperfection were the result only of the poem's manuscript transmission. a less extreme, and more subtle, thesis along similar lines was proposed by J. Mussehl, De Lucretiani libri primi condicione ac retractatione (Diss., Greifswald, 1912) . The third Teubner editor, Josef Martin (leipzig, 1934. 19695) , argued in a lengthy article ("lukrez und Cicero," WJa 4 [1949-50] 1-52, 309-29) that the poem's total completion is proved by the elaborate architectural structure evident in several books, often of supposed correspondences in the number of verses for large passages involved. however, these claims are illusory, being extremely difficult for a reader of the poem to detect and subjective in their posited division; Martin was even reduced to claiming that Book 3 has no such numerical balance because it was composed at an early stage when lucretius had no interest in such correspondences! in reality, Martin's entire numerical construct is too elaborate to be credible.
5 Cf. n. 43 below. 6 h.C.a. eichstädt (ed.) t. Lucreti cari De rerum natura Libri sex. Vol. 1 (leipzig, 1801) lXXVii ff. (subsequent volumes after the first never appeared).
